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ABSTRACT
The low-redshift velocity field is a unique probe of the growth of cosmic structure and gravity. We propose to
use distances from gravitational wave (GW) detections, in conjunction with the redshifts of their host galaxies
from wide field spectroscopic surveys (e.g. DESI, 4MOST, TAIPAN), to measure peculiar motions within the
local Universe. Such measurement has the potential to constrain the growth rate fσ8 and test gravity through
determination of the gravitational growth index γ, complementing constraints from other peculiar velocity mea-
surements. We find that binary neutron star mergers with associated counterpart at z. 0.2 that will be detected
by the Einstein Telescope (ET) will be able to constrain fσ8 to ∼ 3% precision after 10 years of operations
when combined with galaxy overdensities from DESI and TAIPAN. If a larger network of third generation GW
detectors is available (e.g. including the Cosmic Explorer), the same constraints can be reached over a shorter
timescale (∼ 5 years for a 3 detectors network). The same events (plus information from their hosts’ redshifts)
can constrain γ to σγ . 0.04. This constraint is precise enough to discern General Relativity from other popular
gravity models at 3σ. This constraint is improved to σγ ∼ 0.02−0.03 when combined with galaxy overdensities.
The potential of combining galaxies’ peculiar velocities with gravitational wave detections for cosmology high-
lights the need for extensive optical to near–infrared follow–up of nearby gravitational wave events, or exquisite
GW localization, in the next decade.
Keywords: catalogs — cosmology: theory — gravitational waves — surveys — large-scale structure of universe
1. INTRODUCTION
The motion of galaxies on top of the cosmological expan-
sion, i.e. their peculiar velocity field, follows the inhomoge-
neous clustering of structure in the Universe and the laws of
gravity. Peculiar velocities of galaxies thus encode important
information about large scale structure and its growth, and
can probe models of gravity. The velocity field can be stud-
ied in several ways. One possibility is through redshift space
distorsions (RSD), since peculiar motions alter the correla-
tions between galaxies along the line of sight. Another op-
tion is to derive peculiar velocity measurements from redshift
surveys using galaxies that also have a distance estimate, so
that the contribution due to the cosmological expansion can
be subtracted out. Such distances can be estimated from the
fundamental plane relation for elliptical galaxies, the Tully–
Fisher relation for spiral galaxies, and, as it has been sug-
gested more recently, from Type Ia Supernovae (SNe Ia) (e.g.
palmese@fnal.gov
Gordon et al. 2007; Abate & Lahav 2008; Huterer et al. 2017;
Kim et al. 2019; Kim & Linder 2020).
Gravitational wave (GW) detections also provide a dis-
tance measurement. If a single galaxy can be associated
with a GW event, either through an observable electromag-
netic (EM) counterpart, or thanks to an exquisite localiza-
tion by the GW detectors, the host galaxy will also inherit
the GW distance measurement. The first cosmological pa-
rameter estimates from GW detections (Abbott et al. 2017;
Soares-Santos & Palmese et al. 2019) rely on this principle,
and are performed using the “standard siren” method (Schutz
1986), which makes use of the distance–redshift relation to
probe the expansion of the Universe. In other words, the GW
distance estimates are used with host galaxies’ redshifts to
populate the Hubble diagram. In these works, the peculiar
motion of galaxies can give rise to systematic uncertainties
and biases, and several works have studied how these can be
properly taken into account in standard siren measurements
(Howlett & Davis 2020; Mukherjee et al. 2019; Nicolaou
et al. 2019). However, peculiar motions also contain inter-
esting cosmological information that we could exploit.
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Wang et al. (2018) recently suggested using gravitational
waves with counterparts as distance indicators to measure pe-
culiar velocities, and discussed implications for estimates of
ΛCDM cosmological parameters using a comparison method
between the density field of galaxies and peculiar veloci-
ties from GWs using measurements up to 190 Mpc. In this
work, we extend this method to include auto–correlations
of overdensities and of the velocity field, other than cross–
correlations, including information from the CMB as ex-
plained in more detail in Appendix A. Moreover, we show
how this method is interesting beyond 190 Mpc, and beyond
ΛCDM to determine the gravitational growth index γ as a
tool to test General Relativity (GR).
We focus on the results that will be obtained using third
generation (3G) gravitational wave detectors, such as the Ein-
stein Telescope (ET; Punturo et al. 2010) and the Cosmic Ex-
plorer (CE; Abbott et al. 2017), because current-generation
detectors would not produce luminosity distance measure-
ments precise enough to be competitive for this analysis (cur-
rently σd > 10%; Abbott et al. 2018). Moreover the lim-
ited distance horizon of the LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA network
(. 200 Mpc for binary neutron star mergers; Abbott et al.
2018) results in small number statistics. On the other hand,
3G GW experiments will detect up to millions of compact
object binary mergers across the history of the Universe ev-
ery year, including binary neutron star mergers (BNS) out
to z∼ 2 and binary black hole mergers out to z∼ 20. Detec-
tions of BNSs’ GW signal in the local Universe will be highly
complete over the full sky, within the redshift range we are
interested in for our purposes (z < 0.3). Several works have
shown how these sources can be used as standard sirens for
precision cosmology (e.g. Sathyaprakash et al. 2010; Zhao
et al. 2011; Cai & Yang 2017; Zhao & Wen 2018), although
attention has to be paid at the way the analysis is carried
out to avoid introducing biases (Keeley et al. 2019; Shafieloo
et al. 2020).
The promise of future ground–based GW detectors is also
particularly compelling for peculiar velocity studies since the
expected precision on luminosity distance measurements can
reach few per cent in the nearby Universe (Zhao & Wen
2018), and even sub–percent with a space–based experiment
such as DECIGO (Kawamura et al. 2006; Takahashi & Naka-
mura 2003). A large number of facilities is expected to be
involved in following up these events (e.g. Chornock et al.
2019; Palmese et al. 2019), and it is reasonable to assume that
the next generation of telescopes will be able to detect optical
counterparts to nearby z < 0.3 events (e.g. LSST, WFIRST;
Scolnic et al. 2017). These data can be combined with precise
host-galaxy redshifts from ongoing and planned wide–field
spectroscopic galaxy surveys, such as the Dark Energy Spec-
troscopic Instrument (DESI; DESI Collaboration et al. 2016),
the 4-metre Multi-Object Spectroscopic Telescope (4MOST;
Swann et al. 2019) and TAIPAN (da Cunha et al. 2017), to
derive the constraints presented in this work.
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we define
the specifics of the GW experiment and the galaxy survey
that are relevant for the forecast. In Section 3 we present the
method used to derive the constraints, including the Fisher
formalism. Section 4 contains our forecasted constraints on
the gravitational growth index for 3G GW detectors, and a
comparison to the expected precision using SNe Ia with pe-
culiar velocities. In Section 5 we present the conclusions.
Throughout this article, we assume a Flat ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy with H0 = 100 h km s−1 Mpc−1 and Ωm0 = 0.3. Quoted
uncertainties are 1σ.
2. EXPERIMENTS SPECIFICS
In this work, we focus on gravitational wave detections of
binary neutron star (BNS) mergers. This is justified by the
fact that BNSs are expected to be accompanied by an EM
counterpart (Metzger et al. 2010; Barnes & Kasen 2013),
and this has been observed for the event GW170817 (LIGO
Scientific Collaboration et al. 2017). BNS rates are esti-
mated to be 1 to 2 order of magnitude lower than SNe Ia: ∼
0.25−2.81×10−6 Mpc−3 yr−1 (The LIGO Scientific Collab-
oration et al. 2020) versus 2.69× 10−5(h/0.70)3 Mpc−3yr−1
Dilday et al. (2010). Note that we use this effective rate for
the z < 0.3 considered in this article, and do not account for
the redshift-dependent increase in rest-frame rates. While the
rates imply that the number statistics of GWs will be less
constraining than SNe, the promise of more precise distance
measurements in the local Universe and full sky detection
sensitivity can still make the method presented here a com-
petitive probe. The expected distance precision for an ET-CE
network is a few percent in the local Universe, depending
on the network configuration (Zhao & Wen 2018), while SN
standardization methods leave an ∼ 5% distance uncertainty
floor that is not improved with precision photometry (e.g. Be-
toule et al. 2014).
Moreover, a CE-ET network of multiple detectors can be
considered sensitive to all sky directions to first order, in par-
ticular for the nearby BNS considered here, resulting effec-
tively in a 4pi experiment. However, we still need to iden-
tify EM counterparts, meaning that even if we assume that
there is an instrument on the ground and/or in space that is
able to identify them at any time, the discovery would still
be challenging close to the Galactic plane. We will make the
assumption that∼ 10% of the sky area is lost because of this.
We consider different time windows for the experiment, up
to 18 years, to show the scaling of the constraints with the
number of detected sources.
In addition, we consider perspectives for current genera-
tion GW detectors. We take into account a LIGO/Virgo con-
figuration (HLV) at design sensitivity (expected for 2022+),
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which is able to detect BNS events out to 190 Mpc (Abbott
et al. 2018), with a ∼ 20% uncertainty on the distance on
average (e.g. Chen et al. 2019). Several works have shown
how independent EM observations can constrain the binary
viewing angle (Guidorzi et al. 2017; Hotokezaka et al. 2019;
Dobie et al. 2020; Dhawan et al. 2020), thus providing an
external constraint that breaks the inclination angle–distance
degeneracy, one of the main sources of uncertainty for the
distance precision. When estimated independently of the dis-
tance, viewing angle constraints can be as good as ∼ 5 deg
for GW170817 when using X-ray and radio data, and ∼ 10
deg from optical-NIR data (Dhawan et al. 2020), leading to a
factor 2 or better improvement on the distance precision.
In all of the scenarios considered, the EM counterparts
need to be accompanied by host galaxy redshifts. While it
is realistic to assume that they will be measured as part of
the GW follow–up campaigns, it is worth noting that most
of these galaxies in the local Universe are likely to already
have a spectroscopic redshift measured as part of ongoing
and upcoming galaxy surveys such as DESI and TAIPAN.
The same surveys will also measure RSDs, and in the fol-
lowing we consider their complementarity with the proposed
peculiar velocity surveys. In particular, we consider a galaxy
survey with number density of ng ∼ 10−3 h3 Mpc−3 out to
z< 0.2, and 10−4 h3 Mpc−3 at 0.2 < z< 0.3, which is realis-
tic for TAIPAN (Howlett et al. 2017b), and it is a conservative
lower bound for the DESI Bright Galaxy Survey (BGS; DESI
Collaboration et al. 2016).
The last ingredient needed in our analysis is the range of
scales to consider in the power spectra. Following Howlett
et al. (2017a), the minimum and maximum modes k are set
by the linear extent of the GW experiment volume (kmin =
(pi/rmax) h/Mpc, with rmax being the radius of the volume
under consideration) and by the smallest scales that are con-
fidently modelled (kmax = 0.1h/Mpc), respectively.
3. METHOD
The connection between peculiar velocities and the growth
of structure is straightforward to understand in linear theory.
The amplitude of overdensities scales with the growth factor
D, which evolves as f ≡ d lnDd lna , the linear growth rate. From
the conservation of mass, the velocity field scales with the
overdensity field by a factor f . The peculiar velocity power
spectrum is related to the overdensity power spectrum at the
time of the CMB as Pvv ∝ ( fDµ)2Pδδ(z =CMB). (See §B for
an overview).
The growth of structure depends on gravity. Linder (2005)
and Linder & Cahn (2007) show that the linear growth rate
is well–approximated by f ≈ Ωγm for several gravity models,
where γ is the growth index. They also find that for General
Relativity, f (R), and DGP gravity (see Huterer et al. 2015 for
a review), γ = 0.55,0.42,0.68, respectively. It is thus inter-
esting to constrain γ with a precision of σγ/γ . 20% at 3σ
(in other words, 3σγ ∼ 0.1) to be able to discern between GR
and other gravity models at∼ 99% CL. Using this parameter-
ization, the peculiar velocity power spectrum probes gravity
through γ in:
fD = aCMBΩγme
∫ a
aCMB
Ωγmd lna (1)
where Ωm(a) is the matter density at a(t), and it also depends
on the gravity model. We choose to anchor the linear growth
factor at the CMB D(aCMB)a−1CMB = 1.
The same GW events used to measure peculiar velocities
(or some other source) can also serve as tracers of mass
overdensities. The overdensity power spectrum in redshift
space for mode ~k also depends on gravity through Pδδ ∝
(bD + fDµ2)2 where b is the GW host galaxies’ bias and
µ ≡ cos(kˆ · rˆ) where rˆ is the direction of the line of sight
(Kaiser 1987). The bias is a nuisance parameter in our analy-
sis, so we marginalize over it when inferring γ. Future anal-
yses of GW events could establish a prior for this parameter,
which is likely to depend on the formation channels for the
class of mergers considered. The other power spectrum to
consider is the galaxy-velocity cross-correlation, which goes
as Pvδ ∝ (bD + fDµ2) fDµ. For a derivation of the power
spectra see Song & Percival (2009).
Forecasts on the growth index are then computed using the
Fisher matrix formalism, following Howlett et al. (2017b)
and Howlett et al. (2017). The Fisher information matrix can
be written as:
Fi j =
Ω
8pi2
∫ rmax
rmin
∫ kmax
kmin
∫ 1
−1
r2k2Tr
[
C−1
∂C
∂λi
C−1
∂C
∂λ j
]
dµdkdr
(2)
where
C(k,µ,a) =
[
Pδδ(k,µ,a)+ 1n Pvδ(k,µ,a)
Pvδ(k,µ,a) Pvv(k,µ,a)+
σ2v,eff
n
]
, (3)
Ω is the solid angle over which GW sources are detected, n is
the GW events number density, r is the comoving distance
and rmax (corresponding to the redshift zmax) is the maxi-
mum comoving distance at which events are detected. The
minimum distance, rmin, is set to z = 0.01 for SNe to ensure
small propagated velocity uncertainties, and to z = 0.001 for
GWs because the distance uncertainty is smaller than SNe,
especially at these low distances. However, we find that our
results are not significantly affected by a more conservative
z = 0.01 cut.
One parameter set we consider normalizes growth to the
amplitude of clustering today, such that D(z) = σ8(z), noting
that the shape of the power spectrum does not change in our
model. In this case, λ ∈ {{〈 fσ8〉},bσ8} where 〈 fσ8〉’s re-
fer to the effective fσ8’s in a set of redshift bins, and the
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Figure 1. Expected constraints on f (z)σ8(z) using peculiar velocities measured using binary neutron star mergers from a 10 year 3G GW
experiment (light blue errorbars with triangles) and in combination with DESI/TAIPAN (dark blue errorbars). DESI/TAIPAN RSD–only
conservative expected constraints are shown by the green triangles, shifted to higher z for visualization purposes. These are compared to
constraints from a 10 year SN survey covering 2pi of the sky that is able to recover a SN magnitude dispersion of σM = 0.08 in the same redshift
bins (red triangles, shifted to higher z for visualization purposes). The results from a combination of such survey with DESI/TAIPAN RSDs
is shown by the light orange triangles, and they are very similar to the SN–only case. Prospects for 100 BNSs from LIGO/Virgo (HLV) at
design sensitivity are also reported (darker orange triangle), in combination with galaxy surveys. All the results represented by triangles are
computed in this work. The remaining data points represent existing f (z)σ8(z) measurements from 6dF (Beutler et al. 2012), WiggleZ (Blake
et al. 2011), SDSS-II LRG (Oka et al. 2014), SDSS-II Main Galaxy sample (Howlett et al. 2015), BOSS (Satpathy et al. 2017), VIPERS (de
la Torre et al. 2017) and eBOSS-CMASS (Icaza-Lizaola et al. 2020). We also report the forecast from Wang et al. (2018) (black pentagon),
who use a combination of GW and PSCz galaxy survey data. The darker purple line is the theoretical prediction for f (z)σ8(z) in a Flat ΛCDM
Universe with γ = 0.55 (GR), while the other curves show the theoretical prediction from γ = 0.42 and γ = 0.68 (which are the values predicted
for f (R) and DGP gravity, respectively).
combination bσ8 is constant in all redshift bins. We also
consider the parameter set λ ∈ {γ,Ωm0,b} where Ωm0 is the
matter density at z = 0. Taking ΛCDM as our fiducial model,
Ωm = Ωm0Ωm0+(1−Ωm0)a3 . The uncertainty in the growth index is
then given by
√
F−1γγ .
The σ2v,eff in the shot-noise term is the velocity variance de-
rived from the ensemble of sources within a differential cell
volume (Abate et al. 2008; Adams & Blake 2017). For indi-
cators whose distance uncertainties are dominated by intrin-
sic magnitude dispersion, all objects in the same cell share
the same relative distance uncertainty and σ2v,eff = σ
2
v (see
Eq. 4). In the case of GW sources, whose different inclina-
tion angles result in a broad range of distance uncertainties,
the appropriate number to use for the effective per-object ve-
locity variance is σ2v,eff = 〈σ−2v 〉−1.
For the Fisher calculation we take γ = 0.55, Ωm0 = 0.3,
b = 1.2 (as expected from da Cunha et al. 2017), and the
equivalent fσ8. We use an external prior for Ωm0 with 0.005
uncertainty. The matter power spectrum at Pδδ at z = 0 is cal-
culated using the default configuration of CAMB (Lewis &
Bridle 2002). This is then propagated to redshift z through
D(z;γ), as explained in detail in Appendix B.
We take that local non-linear flows contribute a random un-
correlated velocity dispersion of 300 km s−1. The per-object
peculiar velocity uncertainty σv is then related to the distance
uncertainty through:
σ2v =
(
1−
1
aHχ
)−2(σd
d
)2
+
(
300 kms−1
c
)2
, (4)
where a is the scale factor, H is the Hubble parameter and χ
is the comoving distance, all computed at the distance d.
In the following, we will assume that the fractional rela-
tive distance uncertainty from the GW experiment scales as
the inverse of the SNR of the GW signal ρ: σd/d ∝ 1/ρ∝ d
(e.g. Cai & Yang 2017; Mortlock et al. 2018), and show re-
sults for a range of different normalizations to this relation.
We ignore the weak-lensing contribution to the distance un-
certainty since it does not have a significant contribution at
the redshifts considered here.
We also show results for specific network configurations
that have been studied in the literature. At the time of writ-
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ing, realistic distance uncertainty distributions for 3G exper-
iments such as those presented in Zhao & Wen (2018) were
not available. We therefore use approximations for σ2v,eff/n in
Eq. 3, based on the available information.
The first approximation is to use only the mean
〈(σd/d)−2〉−1 in redshift bins to describe a sample of events
with a distribution of different (σd/d):
σ2v,eff = 〈σ−2v 〉−1 (5)
≈
( 1
aHχ
)−2
〈
(σd
d
)−2
〉−1 (6)
This approximation is useful when considering the ET con-
figuration (three interferometers with 60 deg opening angles
and 10 km arms, arranged in a triangle) studied in Zhao
et al. (2011). We use their fit for the redshift dependence
of 〈(σd/d)−2〉−1 ≡ A(z)−1 (their Eq. 32), which holds for a
subsample n = (1−cos20o) nT of face–on systems with incli-
nation angles ι < 20 deg, out of the total number of systems
nT . This is a pessimistic scenario as the low-inclination sub-
set has the worst distance precision (Zhao & Wen 2018; Chen
et al. 2019), and the full population must have a smaller σ2v,eff.
As a less pessimistic bound, we use the above approximation
for σ2v,eff, but we use the full population nT .
The second estimate that we consider consists in limits.
From information such as the median, we know that a sub-
population f e.g. 0.5 of the GW-population distances would
have σdd < 0.01 at z = 0.1. Then we can estimate
σ2v,eff
n
.
(
1− 1aHχ
)−2(
0.012 +
(
300 km s−1
c
)2)
f nT
.
Note that this is a pessimistic estimate when considering
the median, given that the distribution does go to lower un-
certainties for edge–on GW systems, and that we only use a
fraction of the available data. For this reasons we treat it as
an upper limit.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Growth of structure in GR
We first compute the expected constraint on fσ8 in three
redshift bins in the range 0.0 < z < 0.3. The fiducial fσ8
values correspond to the expectation from ΛCDM.
Our result for a 10 year ET configuration as in Zhao
et al. (2011) is σ( fσ8)/ fσ8 = 0.0513, 0.0485, 0.0921 at
z = 0.05, 0.15 and 0.25, respectively, as shown in Figure 1
by the blue triangles with light blue errorbars. The best con-
straint is reached in the second bin because at the lowest red-
shifts cosmic variance and intrinsic velocity dispersion give a
larger contribution to the final uncertainty, while in the high-
est redshift bin the relative distance uncertainty is ∼ 3 times
larger than in the second bin. This result is compared to our
expected constraints from a 10 year SN survey covering 2pi
of the sky that is able to recover a SN magnitude dispersion
of σM = 0.08 (red triangles). Although GW distances can
be significantly better than those of SNe at z < 0.1, the SN
survey shows slightly better constraints over the first redshift
bins because of the higher rate of these transients. The differ-
ence between the two results becomes more significant in the
last bin, because the SN precision on the distance is assumed
to be constant with redshift.
In Figure 1 these constraints (light blue triangles, outer er-
ror bars) are compared to existing f (z)σ8(z) measurements
from 6dF (Beutler et al. 2012), WiggleZ (Blake et al. 2011),
SDSS-II LRG (Oka et al. 2014), SDSS-II Main Galaxy sam-
ple (Howlett et al. 2015), BOSS (Satpathy et al. 2017),
VIPERS (de la Torre et al. 2017) and eBOSS-CMASS (Icaza-
Lizaola et al. 2020).
The above results show that GW distances and hosts alone
can already place interesting constraints on fσ8. More pre-
cise results can be reached by the addition of a dense galaxy
survey, such as those mentioned in Section 2. The number
density of events n considered in the overdensity power–
spectrum in Eq. (3) is replaced by the much larger galaxy
number density ng. Our Fisher matrix constraints are re-
ported in Table 1 and shown by the dark blue errorbars in the
Figure. With a ∼ 3% precision at z . 0.2, these bounds are
competitive with the constraints expected from the aforemen-
tioned SN experiment, and with the forecast by Howlett et al.
(2017b) for a combination of TAIPAN with HI surveys WAL-
LABY (Widefield ASKAP L-band Legacy All-sky Blind
Survey; Johnston et al. 2008) and Westerbork Northern Sky
HI Survey (WNSHS). In Table 1, we also report the expected
constraints from SNe and RSD from a TAIPAN/DESI–like
experiment. The addition of galaxies brings marginal im-
provement in the first two z bins, while the third bin is better
constrained by the SN hosts’ rather than the survey galaxies’
overdensity power spectrum. This is due to the fact that for a
10 year survey, the number density of SNe is∼ 5 times larger
than ng = 10−4 h3 Mpc−3.
The green triangles show our expected constraints from
RSD only for a galaxy survey with the number densities men-
tioned above. It is clear that the GW measurement can bring
significant additional information to RSDs in the lowest red-
shift bin (reducing the RSD–only 1σ by ∼ 70%), while the
two probes provide similar constraints in the remaining bins,
where their combination provides a 38 and 20% improve-
ment respectively. Note that these results hold for an ET—
only configuration. If a larger network of 3G detectors is
built, and can reach an average 1% uncertainty in distance at
z = 0.1 (as it is realistic for three detectors), the same con-
straints can be reached after only ∼ 5 years.
GW forecasts have been previously made by Wang et al.
(2018) (black pentagon), who use a similar method to what
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Data σ( fσ8)fσ8 (z = 0.05)
σ( fσ8)
fσ8
(z = 0.15) σ( fσ8)fσ8 (z = 0.25)
ET GW BNS 0.0513 0.0485 0.0921
ET GW BNS + TAIPAN/DESI 0.0365 0.0311 0.0598
SN 0.0357 0.0261 0.0381
SN + TAIPAN/DESI 0.0327 0.0248 0.0445
Table 1. Expected constraints on f (z)σ8(z) using peculiar velocities measured using binary neutron star mergers from a 10 year ET and in
combination with DESI/TAIPAN out to z< 0.3. For comparison, we also report constraints from a 10 year SN survey.
proposed in this work. We note that the number of events
they use out to z = 0.045 corresponds to a ∼ 3−4 year exper-
iment with the configuration assumed here, but the competi-
tive constraints are achieved by combining the GW data with
the Point Source Catalog redshifts (PSCz; Saunders et al.
1998; Branchini et al. 1999) galaxies. Unlike this article, they
do not use velocity-velocity correlations to inform fσ8. We
consider a Wang et al. (2018)-like survey in our formalism by
considering the PSCz number density out to z = 0.045, and a
3 year GW experiment with distance errors σd/d = 1% for all
events out to z = 0.045. We find that σ( fσ8)/ fσ8 = 0.0474,
versus σ( fσ8)/ fσ8 = 0.0769 from Wang et al. (2018) (38%
improvement).
In addition, we show constraints from 100 events detected
by HLV at design sensitivity, combined with a galaxy sur-
vey with ng = 10−3 h3 Mpc−3. We find that this constraint is
mostly dominated by the overdensity power spectrum, with
the peculiar velocities only providing a ∼ 3% improvement.
When additional constraints on the viewing angle are avail-
able, the improvement can reach 8–15% if the the constraint
is 5−10 deg at 1σ, or if the viewing angle has an upper bound
of 30 deg or less, using the derived distance precision from
Chen et al. (2018).
The dark purple line in Figure 1 is the f (z)σ8(z) evolution
computed from theory assuming a Flat ΛCDM with γ = 0.55
(GR), while the other curves show the theoretical prediction
from f (R) and DGP gravity. It is clear that the measurement
proposed in this work will allow us to place interesting con-
straints on these gravity models.
4.2. Testing GR
In the second part of this work, in place of determining fσ8
in different redshift bins, we let γ be a free parameter. Ex-
pected constraints on the growth index are shown in Figure
2. The left hand plot shows the precision for different values
of effective fractional distance uncertainty for different vol-
umetric rates integrated over time (i.e. n× t). The distance
uncertainty σd∗ is the uncertainty at a reference distance d∗,
here corresponding to z∗ = 0.1. Events at distances different
from d∗ have a distance precision that scales as described in
Section 2. The number of events considered corresponds to
the total of an experiment length up to 18 years for a BNS
volumetric restframe rate corresponding to the maximum a
posteriori from the latest estimate, 1.09× 10−6 Mpc−3 yr−1
(The LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. 2020).
If the rate is lower, it will take more time to reach the same
constraints. The effect of the shift in number density from
the high to the low bound of the 90% CL range is shown by
the white line on the left hand plot for a 5 years experiment,
for GW sources out to z = 0.3, with a distance precision of
1% (or following a distribution of distance uncertainties with
〈(σd/d)−2〉−1/2 = 0.01) at z = 0.1. We find that data from a 5
year GW experiment that is able to reach a . few per cent
precision on average for sources at z = 0.1 will be enough to
constrain the growth index to σ(γ) . 0.04 if the BNS rate is
on the high end, allowing us to discern between GR and other
popular gravity models. This precision level is in fact reached
by the ET configuration studied in Zhao et al. (2011). When
using their approximation for the redshift dependance of the
distance uncertainty, we recover σ(γ) = 0.039 after 5 years if
we detect EM counterparts out to zmax = 0.3, and σ(γ) = 0.041
if zmax = 0.2.
Expected limits for other different configurations of detec-
tors (estimated with the approximation described in Section
3 from the median of a population) are given by the boxes in
Figure 2. Using the median values from Zhao & Wen (2018),
we can provide an extreme pessimistic bound using only the
best 50% of events, that will have a distance precision equal
or better than what reported on the y−axis. The extreme op-
timistic bound is chosen as the lowest precision considered
in Zhao & Wen (2018) for the redshift bins in consideration.
The other two bounds of the boxes can be drawn by consider-
ing all sources having the median and lowest precision of the
sample, respectively. The configurations considered include
one ET detector, one ET with ideal low–frequency noise de-
scribed in Zhao & Wen (2018), 2 ET detectors (which is sim-
ilar to the ET+CE case), and the 3 ET (or 3CE) network.
The right hand side plot of Figure 2 shows the expected
precision on γ for different values of distance uncertainty and
different maximum redshift values, starting from the same
assumptions of the left hand side plot. The rapid flattening of
the σγ contours with the redshift show that, for a given dis-
tance precision, adding events at higher redshifts only very
slowly helps constraining the growth index, due to the in-
creasing distance uncertainty for more distant events. The
assumption that we have made on the detectability of KNe
out to z∼ 0.3 can be therefore relaxed to reach only z∼ 0.15
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Figure 2. Growth index uncertainty for different values of distance precision as a function of BNS volumetric rates integrated over time out
to zmax < 0.3 (left panel), and as a function of the maximum redshift zmax out of which we consider GW events. The distance uncertainty σd∗
is the uncertainty at a reference distance d∗, here corresponding to z∗ = 0.1. The BNS volumetric rate considered for the specific estimates on
the left, and all points on the right panel, is the maximum a posteriori value from the latest GW estimate, 1.09×10−6× (h/0.679)3 Mpc−3 yr−1
(The LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. 2020). On the left panel, also the low and high 90% CL limits in the rate are shown for an ideal 3G
experiment (where the distance precision is 1% at z = 0.1) after 5 years. The effect of the shift in number density from the high to the low
bound of the 90% CL range is shown by the white line. The boxes represent limits within which we expect the constraint to fall for the various
ET configurations studied in Zhao & Wen (2018). The white triangle shows our result using the Zhao et al. (2011) approximation for 1 ET.
The distance precision for the ideal 3G experiment is also shown for reference on the right panel by the dashed line. The arrow shows possible
constraints from the A+ LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA network, if improved viewing angle constraints can be derived from EM observations, reducing
the distance uncertainty from order ∼ 20% down to 10% or better.
for an experiment with σd∗/d∗ = 5% or z∼ 0.2 for an exper-
iment with σd∗/d∗ = 1%, since the constraining power flat-
tens out at higher redshifts for these distance precisions, and
in both cases recovering σ(γ) . 0.04. On the low-redshift
end of the Figure, for zmax . 0.05 BNSs cannot even reach a
0.1 uncertainty on γ and thus cannot provide an interesting
constraint using LIGO/Virgo at design sensitivity. The A+
upgrade of current detectors could provide more interesting
constraints at the level of σ(γ) & 0.07 only if improved dis-
tance measurements can be achieved by EM constraints on
the geometry of the systems, as mentioned in Section 2. This
can be seen by following the arrow in the right panel of Fig-
ure 2. However, such a measurement would not be precise
enough to discern between popular gravity models. Even if
the measured distance precision improves, at low-redshift the
300 km s−1 random noise and sample variance dominate the
dispersion in peculiar velocities.
Similarly to what presented in the previous subsection, we
combine the peculiar velocity field measured from GWs with
the overdensities from a RSD galaxy survey. In this case,
the constraints are improved to σγ ∼ 0.02−0.03 when com-
bined with galaxy overdensities. On the other hand, a com-
bination of RSD surveys covering ∼ 90% of the sky such as
DESI+TAIPAN can only reach σγ ∼ 0.05 at z < 0.3. How-
ever, note that DESI is expected to constrain σγ = 0.026 by
measuring the growth of structure at larger redshifts out to
z< 1.6 (Kim & Linder 2020).
Figure 3. Comparison between a SN (dashed lines) and a GW
(solid lines) experiment to measure the growth index from pecu-
liar velocities, for different distance uncertainties at z = 0.1, as a
function of the maximum distance reach of the SNe/GW mergers.
In this idealized case, BNSs and SNe have the same value of σ
2
v
n at
z = 0.1, implying that the reported σd/d precision corresponds to
a magnitude uncertainty at all redshifts σM = 5ln (10)
σd
d for the SNe.
Both SN and GW experiments cover 90% of the sky. Differences
in the γ constraints are driven by the different redshift dependence
of the distance uncertainty measurement. The shaded region shows
where constraints on γ can discern between popular gravity models
(σγ . 0.04).
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In Figure 3 we show a comparison between the constraints
from a GW and a SN experiment for different distance uncer-
tainties. In this idealized case, BNSs and SNe experiments
cover 90% of the sky for 10 years, and they have the same
σ2v
n entering in Eq.(3) at z = 0.1. In other words, the reported
σd/d precision corresponds to a magnitude uncertainty at all
redshifts σM = 5ln (10)
σd
d for the SNe. The different behavior
observed between the GW and the SN approach in measur-
ing the growth index is driven by the different scaling of the
distance measurement precision with redshift. The redshift
dependence of the distance uncertainty makes the GW mea-
surements more precise at z < 0.1, thus experiment is more
constraining in γ than the SN case at the lowest redshift. At
higher redshifts, adding more events does not improve sig-
nificantly the constraints from GWs because the distance un-
certainty is much less constraining than the events around
z∼ 0.1, and the curve starts to flatten. This is not the case for
SNe, since the intrinsic scatter in the magnitude does not de-
pend on redshift, so including higher z events still provides
a significant contribution. We also note that at z < 0.1 the
expected constraint on γ is very similar for all distance un-
certainties σd < 1%, and for both the SN and GW cases. At
low-redshifts z< 0.05, the advantage of a small σd/d quickly
saturates out due to sample variance.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we presented an alternative method to test
GR and constrain the growth of structure by measuring
the galaxies’ peculiar velocity field using gravitational wave
measurements of compact binary mergers. We find that data
from a 5 year GW experiment, in conjunction with follow–up
facilities, that are able to detect BNS mergers out to z ∼ 0.2
and reach a . few per cent precision on average for sources
at z = 0.1 will constrain fσ8 to σ( fσ8) ∼ 3− 4% in that red-
shift range. For a single ET, σ( fσ8) ∼ 5% is reached in 10
years.
Moreover, this method will constrain the growth index to
σ(γ) . 0.04, allowing us to discern between GR and other
popular gravity models at ∼ 3σ. The distance precision and
the detection horizon fit well with what is expected for a
network of 3G GW detectors, such as ET and CE. On the
other hand, the potential of the cosmological probe presented
here highlights the need for extensive optical to near-infrared
follow-up of nearby BNSs to identify the associated kilono-
vae. Once identified, it is likely that large number of host
galaxies for these events will be already observed by planned
spectroscopic surveys (DESI, 4MOST, TAIPAN) in the com-
ing decade.
These results show that a self-contained 3G GW exper-
iment combined with adequate optical–NIR follow–up ef-
forts can provide interesting results to probe the growth of
structure in the local Universe. Nevertheless, galaxy surveys
are much more effective at measuring the overdensity field,
and we find that they are complementary to the peculiar ve-
locity field probed by the GWs. When we combine GWs
and DESI+TAIPAN–like surveys, fσ8 can be constrained to
∼ 2−3% at z< 0.2 depending on the network configuration,
and σ(γ) = 0.02 − 0.03, which could be a decisive test for
General Relativity. We also find that the same RSD surveys
alone can only reach σγ ∼ 0.05 at these redshifts, demon-
strating the value of adding peculiar velocities. Note that
these results are competitive with other probes from upcom-
ing experiments, such as from a combination of SNe from
LSST and DESI (Kim & Linder 2020).
There is a significant gain in constraining power (∼ 38%
at z < 0.045) when considering the peculiar velocity power
spectrum and the overdensity power spectrum in addition to
their cross–correlation. This is an advantage of the method
presented here, compared to the one proposed in Wang et al.
(2018).
Our results show that events from LIGO/Virgo at de-
sign sensitivity cannot provide interesting constraints on the
growth of structure, unless improved distance precision from
EM observations can be pursued to provide a. 10% distance
precision for O(100) events, and these are combined with
galaxy surveys overdensities. If this is possible, a& 10% im-
provement on the RSD–only 1σ measurements on fσ8 from
upcoming galaxy surveys can be achieved. Improved con-
straints on the viewing angle could improve prospects for
the proposed method during the current decade. Optical-NIR
data could be a particularly powerful tool for this purpose,
since kilonovae can be observed from all directions and thus
can possibly be identified for most GW detections, unlike
counterparts at other wavelengths (Metzger & Berger 2012).
In this work, we focused on BNS mergers. However, there
are additional compact object mergers that could improve the
statistics presented. In particular, it has been shown that neu-
tron star–black hole mergers (NSBH) can be accompanied by
an EM counterpart (e.g. Kasen 2017), and that they can pro-
vide improved distance constraints compared to BNSs (Vi-
tale & Chen 2018), leading to improved cosmological con-
straints. Also NSBH and binary black hole mergers without
counterpart can contribute to this analysis if their localization
is so accurate to only fit one galaxy (a small fraction of events
is expected to satisfy this condition already with current gen-
eration detectors; Chen & Holz 2016).
Note that the luminosity distances from GWs discussed in
this work are estimated assuming GR. The method presented
here aims at testing GR, rather than constraining different
gravity models. A significant deviation of γ from the value
expected in GR using this method, would mean that a modifi-
cation of gravity exists. On the other hand, a result consistent
with γ = 0.55 could still hide modifications of gravity due to
the GR assumption in the GW distance estimates. In this
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case, inconsistencies in γ with precision measurements from
EM–based distances would hint at such modification, since
the luminosity distance in the GW measurement would have
a different meaning (e.g. Saltas et al. 2014; Nishizawa 2018;
Belgacem et al. 2018). However, Linder (2020) shows that
differences between GW and EM distances are at the sub-
percent level in the local Universe for popular gravity mod-
els, so we expect this effect to be negligible at the redshifts
probed here.
In the future, a simultaneous measurement of the pecu-
liar velocity field and the Hubble diagram using gravitational
waves as standard candles, will fully exploit the cosmological
information enclosed in the connection between gravitational
wave sources and the large scale structure of the Universe.
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APPENDIX
A. CONTRAST BETWEEN OUR ANALYSIS AND THAT OF WANG ET AL.
Conservation of mass establishes a relationship between density and momentum fields through the continuity equation, which
to first order gives
Ha f δ(x)+∇·v(x) = 0
Haβδg(x)+∇·v(x) = 0. (A1)
Wang et al. (2018) use this relationship between galaxy overdensity and velocity fields to determine β = f/b. Combining this
with σ8,g as measured from the galaxy survey yields fσ8 = βσ8,g. Conceptually (though not exactly in practice), the model for
the data includes β and a model for the underlying galaxy overdensity field. Eq. A1 is used to calculate the velocity field (taking
care with the constant of integration). While Wang et al. (2018) do not assign any error to this process, the similar analysis of
Boruah et al. (2019) quadratically adds a 150 km s−1 uncorrelated uncertainty to each velocity measurement.
The approach in this article uses the above comparison of density and velocity fields and adds independent information from the
anisotropy power spectrum at the time of the CMB. A local peculiar velocity survey does not cover the same volume of the CMB
so a direct comparison of the density and velocity fields is not possible. Nevertheless, the correlations in matter underdensities in
the different volumes should be consistent.
The diagonal terms of the matrix in Equation 3 contain the autocorrelations in galaxy counts and peculiar velocities for a single
k-mode measured in Fourier space as predicted from the anisotropy power spectrum at the time of the CMB. We include in
the velocity shot-noise a 300 km s−1 term that represents sources of peculiar velocity that are not represented in our model e.g.
contributions from k-modes excluded in our calculations. It does not include errors that are in common between galaxy counts
and velocities, for example differences between CAMB predictions and the true overdensity field today. The off-diagonal term
gives the cross-correlation that accounts for the fact that galaxy counts and velocities arise from the same overdensity field. We
do not add an error that corresponds to Boruah et al. (2019), but by limiting our calculations to kmin ≤ k≤ kmax we use less of the
available data relative to their analysis, which uses all the information in real space.
B. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE PECULIAR VELOCITY AND PECULIAR MAGNITUDE POWER SPECTRA AND
THE CMB MATTER POWER SPECTRUM
Predictions for the overdensity power spectrum are made by solving the Boltzmann Equations. For our Fisher calculations, we
do not recalculate this power spectrum as our model parameters change. While imperfect, this approach is motivated as follows.
In linear theory the linear growth factor D is introduced to represent the time evolution of the density field. Its normalization is
arbitrary, but a common practice is to normalize it to the CMB, such that D(zCMB)/aCMB = 1. This choice is useful because it
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anchors D, independent of the parameters upon which it may depend (e.g. ΩM0, γ), to a redshift with a precise measurement of
Pδδ . With this convention
Pδδ(k;z,γ) = a−2CMBD
2(z;γ)Pδδ(k;z =CMB) (B2)
and
Pvv(k,µ;z,γ) = (µHa f )2 k−2Pδδ(k;z,γ) (B3)
= (µH fD)2
(
a
aCMB
)2
k−2Pδδ(k;z =CMB). (B4)
For distance indicators it is useful to work with peculiar magnitudes (Hui & Greene 2006), i.e. magnitude deviations from the
background cosmological expansion. At low redshift and for small peculiar velocities the peculiar magnitude power spectrum is
Pδmδm(k,µ;z,γ)≈
(
5
ln10
)2
(µ f )2 (dLk)−2Pδδ(k;z,γ). (B5)
Going beyond linear theory, CAMB provides a more precise calculation of Pδδ using the CMB as an initial condition and
standard gravity. Using the CAMB power spectrum as reference
Pδmδm(k,µ;z,γ) =
(
5
ln10
)2
(µ f )2 (dLk)−2
Pδδ(k;z,γ)
PCAMBδδ (k;z = 0)
PCAMBδδ (k;z = 0). (B6)
For the normalization term, taking PCAMBδδ (k;z)≈ Pδδ(k;z,γ = 0.55) and f = Ω(z)γ
Pδδ(k;z,γ)
PCAMBδδ (k;z = 0)
=
(
D(z;γ)
DCAMB(z = 0)
)2
(B7)
≈
(
D(z;γ)
D(z = 0;γ = 0.55)
)2
(B8)
= exp
[
2
(∫ a
aCMB
Ωγmd lna−
∫ 1
aCMB
Ω0.55m d lna
)]
. (B9)
For the special case of calculating the Fisher Matrix at γ = 0.55 the normalization of D is irrelevant as
Pδδ(k;z,γ)
PCAMBδδ (k;z = 0)
≈ exp
(
2
∫ a
1
Ω0.55m d lna
)
. (B10)
For some applications, normalizing D = 1 at z = 0 is appropriate. Then
Pδδ(k;z,γ) = D2(z;γ)Pδδ(k;z = 0). (B11)
For this choice of normalization, Pδδ(k;z =CMB,γ) does depend on γ through D2(z =CMB;γ).
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